Cart Integration
Safe Label System

®

Adds safety checks and simplifies electronic documentation

With hospitals driven more than ever to provide high quality patient care and prevent readmissions, the focus on decreasing medication
errors has gotten more intense. Safe Label System (SLS) 500i Point of Care Station (PCS) is utilized wherever medications are prepared.
The system addresses the three most common medication errors that occur in the OR, helping to prevent vial and ampoule swaps,
mislabeling, and syringe swaps. When SLS PCS is integrated with a medication management cart, the combination provides
comprehensive barcode medication labeling and unparalleled safety.

Multiple syringes are often prepared in the OR and once they are filled, separated from their vials and set on the cart, it is impossible
to know the contents. Rolls of messy colored labels hang from medication carts but are often out of stock and require additional
handwritten information which is often incomplete, illegible or is mislabeled. SLS reads standard drug vials and creates on demand,
Joint Commission-compliant, full color medication labels. For added safety, drug names can be printed using tall man letters
and include the preparer’s initials, preparation date/time, expiration time (customizable based on type of drug), dilutions and
diluents if applicable, any warnings or messages, and a barcode. Combined, the two technologies can electronically reduce
medication errors made during the selection, preparation and administration of injectable and intravenous drugs, helping to
ensure that the right medication is administered to the right patients prior to, during, and after surgery.

KEY BENEFITS

When integrated with a medication management cart, SLS provides:*

• Single system login enabling authorized users to securely log onto the
medication management cart and the SLS PCS simultaneously

• Common scanning to automate and simplify medication preparation
workflow and eliminate the need for multiple scanners
• Integrated formulary common to the cart and SLS PCS to streamline
the deployment of new and modified drug data
• SLS addresses the three most common medication errors that occur
in the OR helping to prevent vial and ampoule swaps, mislabeling,
and syringe swaps
• On demand TJC-compliant, easy-to-read full-color labels based
on American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) defined drug
classifications and international standards

• Safe drug preparation of multiple drugs in the medication room by
labeling each drug as it is prepared to improve workflow

• Potential for selected and prepared drugs to be reconciled with CPOE
and other electronic drug management systems with final administration
recorded to the EMR using SLS label barcodes via BCMA**
* Codonics is working with multiple partners to provide integration. Check with your Codonics rep to confirm availability.

** When a drug is selected and prepared, CPOE preparation notification (when implemented) can be communicated
followed by drug administration CPOE notification by BCMA.

Codonics is currently in cooperation with
leading cart manufacturers including
Carefusion, Omnicell, and TOSHO Japan
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Call Codonics today at 800.444.1198 or visit
www.codonics.com for more information.
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